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1. The title is clear and it is adequate to the content of the article.
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(abrief explanationis recommendable)
The title of the study definite well the problematic and makes take out again all components and the main axes
the constituent.

2. The abstract clearly presents objects, methods and results.
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(abrief explanationis recommendable)
The abstract gives a general view on work and clearly reflect the content of the article project. And in the
same sense the graphical abstracts give clear ideas on the results gotten at the end of this work.

3. There are few grammatical errors and spelling mistakes in this
article.
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(abrief explanationis recommendable)
Fiew errors (see yellow color in the body text)
4. The study methods are explained clearly.
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(abrief explanationis recommendable)
The protocol that is driven during this work answers the needs of this kind of study.
It takes account of all components bound to the search by covering all factors impacting anemia in
Nouakchott.

5. The body of the paper is clear and does not contain errors.
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(abrief explanationis recommendable)
Work is structured well, and contains in succession the following parts:
Title - Abstract- key Words (to complet by Mauritania… for example) - Introduction - Methodology Results and Discussion - Conclusion - - References - and table
The objective is clearly mentioned at the end of the introduction;
The authors bring us in this work of the interesting results according to a continuation logical and
discriminating of stages: collection and treatment of the data by suitable methods. Statistics are very correct.
The results are discussed in light of the international publications and the previous studies. They confirm and
already agree with the hypothesis advanced.

6. The conclusions or summary are accurate and supported by the
content.
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(abrief explanationis recommendable)
The conclusion is very explanatory and gives the real and true situation in Mauritania concerning anemia the
evolution of thi diseases related to the sociodmographic factors. The recommendation of the author was, in
this paper, focused on the needed strategies especially nutritional and health education.
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(a brief explanationis recommendable)
Paper is well documented but there is some old references relating at the domain; some recent are needed.
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Its appear tht there is a luck Acknowledgements sentences;
Paper is well documented but there is some references relating to the domain need to be updated :
some recent are needed.

Thus, the insertion of certain references are needed because of the papers touch the heart of the problem in
North Africa related to the ‘’Obe-Maghreb ‘’Project realized in Morocco and Tunisia from 2007 to 2011

(CORUS2), for example.
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